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MAJOR LEAGUE SOCCER SCORES AN OWN GOAL:
A SUCCESSFUL JOINT VENTURE ATTAINS MARKET
POWER IN AN INTERNATIONAL SPORT
"Major League Soccer is approaching its late teens .... Now, as
Season No. 17 comes ever closer, it's about time we started
thinking about writing our senior thesis."'
INTRODUCTION
Soccer is the world's most popular and watched sport.2 Approxi-
mately 700 million people watched the 2006 World Cup Final.3
Viewership during the 2010 World Cup in South Africa surpassed the
Opening Ceremony of the 2008 Beijing Olympics as one of the most
watched events in television history.4 It also appears that the world's
sport has finally established itself in the United States.5 During the
most recent World Cup, a global sports research consultant quipped
that because of ESPN's increasing online viewership, he had "heard
funny stories of entire companies' networks collapsing, and banks
having to shift transactions to secure environments because the weight
of [online] traffic was so large."'6 However, as soccer moves to the
fore of the national consciousness, legal trouble will likely follow.
The juxtaposition of professional sports leagues and antitrust law
has spawned numerous important judicial decisions, countless schol-
arly articles, and what seems to be a never-ending carousel of in-
1. Jonah Freedman, The Throw In: In Year 17, MLS Must Now Chase All Fans, MLSsoc-
CER.COM (Feb. 16, 2012), http://www.mlssoccer.com/news/article/2012/02/16/throw-year-17-mls-
must-now-chase-all-fans.
2. See Ben Wyatt, Could 2010 World Cup Final Be the Most Watched Event in History?, CNN
(July 11, 2010, 4:04 PM), http://www.cnn.com/2010/SPORT/football/07/1llworld.cup.final.televi-
sion/index.html.
3. See id.
4. See Scott Roxborough & Benjamin Jones, World Cup Finale Draws 700 Million Viewers,
REUTERS, July 13, 2010, http://www.reuters.com/article/2010/07/13/us-football-idUSTRE66COZV
20100713.
5. See Grant Wahl, Commissioner Don Garber: 'It's Been a Very Good Year' for MLS, SI.coM
(Nov. 18, 2011, 8:54 PM), http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2011/writers/grantwahl/11/18/mls.com
missioner.interview/index.html; see also Steve Davis, MLS Experiences Growing Pains, SI.coM
(Feb. 7, 2011, 1:40 PM), http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2Oll/writers/steve-davis/02/07/mls.grow
ingpains/index.html.
6. See Wyatt, supra note 2 (internal quotation marks omitted).
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trigue. 7 Major League Soccer (MLS) has long been an interesting
study for both sports fans and antitrust scholars.8 In particular, MLS's
single-entity structure has proven particularly compelling. 9 As a sin-
gle entity, the team owners share all property interests in MLS and
have an undivided interest in their respective teams. 10 However,
some recent developments, such as the Designated Player Rule, more
competitive independence for teams, and the Supreme Court's affir-
mation of its opposition to single entity sports leagues in American
Needle, Inc. v. National Football League, severely undermine MLS's
single-entity status. 12 Therefore, both MLS and the players, repre-
sented by the Major League Soccer Players Union (the Players
Union), must look to the future if the young and delicate league hopes
to not only survive, but also thrive as envisioned. 13 As recent labor
disputes in the NFL and NBA have demonstrated, time wasted is
money lost. 14
7. See, e.g., Am. Needle, Inc. v. NFL, 130 S. Ct. 2201 (2010); Brown v. Pro Football, Inc., 518
U.S. 231 (1996); NCAA v. Bd. of Regents, 468 U.S. 85 (1984); Flood v. Kuhn, 407 U.S. 258
(1972); Fed. Baseball Club of Bait., Inc. v. Nat'l League of Prof'l Baseball Clubs, 259 U.S. 200
(1922); Law v. NCAA, 134 F.3d 1010 (10th Cir. 1998); Chi. Prof'l Sports Ltd. P'ship v. NBA, 961
F.2d 667 (7th Cir. 1992); Mackey v. NFL, 543 F.2d 606 (8th Cir. 1976); Marc Edelman, Why the
'Single Entity' Defense Can Never Apply to NFL Clubs: A Primer on Property-Rights Theory in
Professional Sports, 18 FORDHAM INTELL. PROP. MEDIA & Er. L.J. 891 (2008); Michael S.
Jacobs & Ralph K. Winter, Jr., Antitrust Principles and Collective Bargaining by Athletes: Of
Superstars in Peonage, 81 YALE L.J. 1 (1971); Michael A. McCann, American Needle v. NFL An
Opportunity to Reshape Sports Law, 119 YALE L.J. 726 (2010).
8. See Marc Edelman & Elizabeth Masterson, Could the New Women's Professional Soccer
League Survive in America? How Adopting a Traditional Legal Structure May Save More than
Just a Game, 19 SETON HALL J. SPORTS & ENT. L. 283 (2009); Henry H. Perritt, Competitive
Entertainment: Implications of the NFL Lockout Litigation for Sports, Theatre, Music, and Video
Entertainment, 35 HAsTINos COMM. & ENT. L.J 93, 106-07 (2012); Matthew J. Jakobsze, Com-
ment, Kicking "Single-Entity" to the Sidelines: Reevaluating the Competitive Reality of Major
League Soccer After American Needle and the 2010 Collective Bargaining Agreement, 31 N. ILL.
U. L. REV. 131 (2010); Matthew C. Garner, Comment, Time to Move On? Franchise Relocation
in MLS, Antitrust Implications... and the Hope that FIFA Is Not Watching, 16 SPORTS LAw. J.
159 (2009); Robert M. Bernhard, Comment, MLS' Designated Player Rule: Has David Beckham
Single-Handedly Destroyed Major League Soccer's Single-Entity Antitrust Defense?, 18 MARQ.
SPORTS L. REV. 413 (2008); Matt Link, Note, MLS Scores Against Its Players: Fraser v. Major
League Soccer, LLC, 1 DEPAUL J. SPORTS L. & CONTEMP. PROBS. 76 (2003); Heike K. Sullivan,
Comment, Fraser v. Major League Soccer: The MLS's Single-Entity Structure Is a "Sham", 73
TEMP. L. REV. 865 (2000).
9. See sources cited supra note 8.
10. Edelman & Masterson, supra note 8, at 295-96. MLS currently operates more like a
mixed-mode, centrally-planned structure, but because nothing has changed since Fraser, this
Comment will refer to MLS as a single entity. Id.
11. See Am. Needle, 130 S. Ct. at 2201-17.
12. See Jakobsze, supra note 8, at 167.
13. See id. at 135.
14. See Bill Simmons, Avoiding the Lockout and the Red Sox, GRANTLAND (Oct. 14, 2010.,
12:00 AM), http://www.grantland.com/story/-/id/7100999/avoiding-lockout-red-sox.
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MLS and the Players Union are facing a slew of challenges in the
near future. If MLS's single-entity status is defeated, the Players
Union will face a unique challenge in proving that MLS has market
power-that MLS exercises significant power within a defined prod-
uct and geographic market. 15 In what was, to date, MLS's only brush
with antitrust scrutiny, the First Circuit Court of Appeals was skepti-
cal of its single-entity status, but ultimately ruled in favor of MLS be-
cause the players failed to establish the requsite relevant market.' 6
Going forward, the Players Union will face a difficult task that other
American sports leagues have not confronted: confining their defini-
tion of the relevant market to the United States, despite the sport's
global nature.
The waning vitality of MLS's single-entity defense and the Players
Union's potential ability to define a relevant market would result in
an intriguing, contentious, and expensive antitrust lawsuit. 17 A failure
to reach a timely consensus on the next collective bargaining agree-
ment and the ensuing antitrust suit would be disastrous for a number
of reasons: (1) most MLS players do not earn enough to wait out a lost
season; (2) many of the owners do not have the financial resources to
withstand a lockout; and (3) MLS as a whole has only recently started
to garner enough goodwill and media support to even contemplate
surviving a work stoppage. 18 There is far too much on the line.
MLS's flawed single-entity status has been analyzed over and
again.19 This Comment briefly examines the vitality of MLS's single-
entity status, but also takes the additional step of examining the po-
tential consequences of MLS's development with respect to defining a
relevant antitrust market. Primarily, this Comment argues that, based
on MLS's impressive growth, the Players Union could make a compel-
ling case for a limited relevant market,20 which should impact how
MLS conducts any future labor negotiations. In light of this possibil-
ity, MLS should focus on developing and retaining the best American
15. See Fraser v. MLS, L.L.C., 284 F.3d 47, 71 (1st Cir. 2002).
16. See id.
17. Cf Joe Bill Watkins, Monetary Recovery Under Federal Antitrust Statutes, 45 TEX. L. REV.
856, 856 (1967) ("First, the complexity and prohibitive cost of an antitrust suit require a generous
recovery if the injured party is to risk the great expense of suit and if he is to be compensated in
any real sense of the word.").
18. See Steve Davis, MLS Labor Talks Simmering... for Now, ESPN (Feb. 26, 2010), http://
occernet.espn.go.com/columns/story?id=747529&sec=mls&root=mls&cc=5901.
19. See sources cited supra note 8.
20. A limited relevant market finding would fundamentally change how MLS operates be-
cause they would almost certainly exercise market power within that limited market and, there-
fore, be subject to an antitrust violation. See Fraser, 284 F.3d at 59-60.
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soccer players, which would strengthen MLS's product: American
soccer.
Part II provides a brief background of antitrust scrutiny and the
laws applicable to MLS and the Players Union, including: (1) the rela-
tionship between antitrust, labor, and sports law; (2) Fraser v. MLS,
L.L.C.; and (3) the definition of market power. 21 Part III argues that,
because of its success, MLS has established itself as a unique and dif-
ferentiated product both in the global game of soccer and in relation
to other American sports leagues.22 Part IV examines the impact of a
limited relevant market on collective bargaining between MLS and
the Player's Union.23 Due to the damage MLS would incur if it lost,
or even faced, an antitrust suit against the players, it should negotiate
the next collective bargaining agreement with this doomsday scenario
in mind.24 Lastly, this Comment argues that such an approach to col-
lective bargaining would ultimately promote MLS's long-term inter-
ests by providing an important lesson from another international
league.25
II. BACKGROUND
A. Antitrust, the Rule of Reason, Labor, and Sports
Section 1 of the Sherman Act provides, "Every contract, combina-
tion in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of
trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations,
is declared to be illegal."'26 The Sherman Act and other antitrust laws
seek to "promote competition in order to maximize social welfare." 27
Competition, in turn, keeps consumer prices low, maximizes output,
and encourages innovation.28
Courts have primarily analyzed anticompetitive behavior under
three tests: (1) the per se analysis;29 (2) the rule of reason analysis;30
21. See infra notes 26-112.
22. See infra notes 113-215.
23. See infra notes 216-73.
24. See infra notes 216-41.
25. See infra notes 242-73.
26. 15 U.S.C. § 1 (2006).
27. Jakobsze, supra note 8, at 137 (citing ROGER D. BLAIR & DAVID L. KASERMAN, ANTI-
TRUST ECONOMICS 53-56 (2d ed. 2009)).
28. Id.
29. Per se rules focus on the unreasonableness of specified types of behavior and generally do
not include a fact-sensitive inquiry. See 7 PHILLIP E. AREEDA & HERBERT HOVENKAMP, ANTI-
TRUST LAW I 1511c (3d ed. 2010). However, sports leagues have successfully avoided per se
analysis, primarily because of their character as joint ventures. See McCann, supra note 7, at
737.
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and (3) the "quick look. '31 Each of these tests, however, focuses on
reasonableness. 32 In other words, "[r]easonable collaboration among
competitors does not violate Sherman Act §1." 3 3
Sports leagues are typically analyzed under the rule of reason.34
The rule of reason "involves a fact-sensitive inquiry whereby an agree-
ment or restraint is deemed unlawful only if it causes an anticompeti-
tive injury that outweighs procompetitive benefits. ' 35 Courts must
determine whether the practice would "tend to restrict competition
and decrease output" without a procompetitive justification. 36 Anti-
trust law often uses market power as a proxy to determine market
output restrictions. 37 "The nature of the market in which the parties
operate... determine[s] whether a possible threat to competition has
or will come to pass," as well as the significance of any impact.38
Plaintiffs bringing a claim under the rule of reason have a difficult
task; not only must they establish the product and geographic markets
in which the defendant is allegedly restraining competition, they must
also demonstrate that the defendant exercises a certain degree of
power within that market.39
Sports leagues greatly prefer the rule of reason analysis because it is
more forgiving, assuring them a greater likelihood of success.40
Courts typically apply the rule of reason analysis to sports leagues for
two reasons.41 First, antitrust jurisprudence has generally trended
away from per se condemnation toward application of the rule of rea-
son.42 Second, the rule of reason is more appropriate because the
30. AREEDA & HOVENKAMP, supra note 29, 1500. For the purposes of this Comment, it is
only important to understand why sports leagues are analyzed under the rule of reason rather
than the per se analysis.
31. Id. $ 1508. In American Needle, the Supreme Court recognized the validity of the quick
look method. See Am. Needle, Inc. v. NFL, 130 S. Ct. 2201, 2216-17 (2010) ("[D]epending upon
the concerted activity in question, the Rule of Reason may not require a detailed analysis; it 'can
sometimes be applied in the twinkling of an eye."' (quoting NCAA v. Bd. of Regents, 468 U.S.
85, 109 n.39 (1984))). However, because of the complexities surrounding market definition in
MLS's case, a "quick look" examination is unlikely.
32. AREEDA & HOVENKAMP, supra note 29, $ 1500.
33. Id.
34. See McCann, supra note 7, at 737.
35. Id.
36. AREEDA & HOVENKAMP, supra note 29, 1503b (internal quotation marks omitted).
37. Id. 1503.
38. Id.
39. Id.
40. McCann, supra note 7, at 737.
41. See id.
42. Id.
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leagues and franchises have typically been viewed as joint ventures.43
Joint ventures are "association[s] of persons with the intent, by way of
either express or implied contract, to engage in and carry out a single
business venture for joint profit for which purpose such persons com-
bine their property, money, efforts, skill, and knowledge without cre-
ating a partnership or a corporation. '' 44 Joint ventures are analyzed
under the rule of reason because they often provide a new product
that otherwise would not have been produced as efficiently.45
When reviewing a league's alleged anticompetitive behavior, a
court typically analyzes "the extent to which the joint venture de-
prives the market place of the independent decision-making normally
demanded by competition and, conversely, the extent to which the
joint venture improves market efficiencies." '46 Sports teams necessa-
rily collaborate in order to provide the final on-field product, agreeing
on such terms as field size, length of games, and equipment regula-
tions.47 However, each team retains autonomy with respect to matters
such as personnel decisions and broadcasting rights.48
Matters regarding sports and antitrust law inevitably implicate labor
law and other related concepts, including the nonstatutory labor ex-
emption and decertification. The nonstatutory labor exemption al-
lows for restraints of trade in labor agreements that would typically
violate antitrust law.49 In Local Union No. 189 v. Jewel Tea Co., Inc.,
the Court noted that the exemption reflected a decision "of accommo-
dating the coverage of the Sherman Act to the policy of the labor
laws";50 the benefits of good faith bargaining take precedence over
antitrust enforcement.51 The exemption plays an especially important
role in sports, in which owners will negotiate with the collective bar-
gaining body on a number of different issues that would typically draw
the ire of antitrust law, such as reserve clauses, player drafts, and sal-
ary caps. 52 Due to the nonstatutory labor exemption, the owners can
negotiate and reach an agreement without fear of an antitrust viola-
43. Id. The classification of sports leagues as joint ventures has been at the core of scholarly
work regarding MLS as well as litigation dealing with other professional sports leagues, most
recently in American Needle. See Am. Needle, Inc. v. NFL, 130 S. Ct. 2201, 2207 (2010).
44. 46 AM. JUR. 2D Joint Ventures § 1 (2012).
45. McCann, supra note 7, at 738.
46. Id.
47. See id. at 739-40.
48. See id. at 739.
49. See Local Union No. 189 v. Jewel Tea Co., Inc., 381 U.S. 676 (1965).
50. Id. at 689.
51. Id. at 689-90.
52. Shawn Treadwell, Note, An Examination of the Nonstatutory Labor Exemption from the
Antitrust Laws, In the Context of Professional Sports, 23 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 955, 955 (1996).
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tion while the players have a stronger bargaining position by operat-
ing collectively.53
Decertification, on the other hand, is a measure that player unions
will pursue if they believe nothing can be gained from bargaining with
the league. 54 Decertification allows for an antitrust challenge to a
league's allegedly anticompetitive actions despite the nonstatutory la-
bor exemption.55 However, this challenge comes at a cost: the players
are forced to disband the collective bargaining body-the union-in
order to nullify the exemption.56 Recently, for example, the NFL
Player's Union decertified and filed an antitrust action in the hopes of
both avoiding a lockout and seeking greater concessions from the
owners. 57 Decertification gives the players greater leverage because
the league and owners would be subjected to treble damages in an
antitrust suit, which requires that damages be automatically tripled in
the event of an antitrust violation.58 Consequently, both the nonstatu-
tory labor exemption and decertification will play an interesting and
important role in MLS's future.
B. MLS, the Single-Entity Defense, and Fraser
The United States Soccer Federation (USSF) formed MLS in 1995
after the United States successfully hosted the 1994 World Cup.59
Hosting the World Cup is an enormous honor and the prospect of
establishing a professional soccer league following such a popular
event was an incredible opportunity, as well as a monumental chal-
lenge.60 The only previous attempt to establish Division I, or top-tier,
soccer in the United States was the ill-fated North American Soccer
League (NASL),61 which was doomed by irresponsible financial man-
agement, gross competitive disparity, and a lack of fan interest. 62
53. Jacobs & Winter, Jr., supra note 7, at 8-9.
54. Jakobsze, supra note 8, at 153-54.
55. Treadwell, supra note 52, at 972-73.
56. Id.
57. Sam Farmer, NFL Players Decertify Their Union, L.A. TIMES (March 11, 2011), http://
articles.latimes.com/2011/mar/l1/sports/la-sp-nfl-labor-talks-fail.
58. 15 U.S.C. § 15(a) (2006).
59. Fraser v. MLS, L.L.C., 284 F.3d 47, 52-53 (1st Cir 2002).
60. Id.
61. Id.
62. Andrei S. Markovits & Steven L. Hellerman, Soccer in America: A Story of Marginaliza-
tion, 13 U. MIAMI ENT. & SPORTS L. REV. 225, 247 (1995-1996). In a hypercompetitive effort to
draw Major League-type crowds to matches, the owners in the NASL competed with each other
in lavishing massive contracts on players from abroad, such as Pele. Id. MLS revenues never
matched the outlay paid for these players, but the revenues and broadcasting agreements would
not have existed at all without these foreign players. Id. This situation left the NASL in a
"Catch-22" of sorts. Id. After Pele retired in 1978, the level of play dropped precipitously and
2013]
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MLS sought to avoid a similar situation by organizing a highly regu-
lated and centralized structure that would operate as a single entity.63
Under this arrangement, MLS controls almost every aspect of player
operations and team management. 64 This structure was specifically
designed to do two things: (1) sustain league operations through cen-
tralized investment and (2) avoid antitrust liability.65
As explained by the First Circuit, MLS "has, to say the least, a
unique structure, even for a sports league. ' 66 Unlike other sports
leagues, MLS owns every team, as well as "all intellectual property
rights, tickets, supplied equipment, and broadcast rights. '67 Also, un-
like most professional sports leagues, players' contracts are negotiated
with MLS itself, rather than the individual teams.68 A board of gover-
nors retains control over all MLS operations and generally controls
operations of each individual team.69 However, the operator/inves-
tors, who own the individual teams, do have some rights. 70 Perhaps
most importantly, the operator/investors control the majority of the
seats on MLS's board of governors.71 Thus, the individual team own-
ers are the dominant figures in MLS's centralized operations. 72
This structure came under fire in Fraser, but MLS managed to es-
cape unscathed despite the First Circuit's skepticism. Fraser is espe-
cially intriguing because MLS became the first league to survive a
challenge to its single-entity status, if only indirectly.73 In Fraser, a
group of players challenged MLS's organization and operation. 74 The
trial court granted summary judgment to MLS for the Section 1 claim,
reasoning that because MLS and its operator/investors comprised a
single entity, they were incapable of conspiring, and therefore could
not violate Section 1.75 However, on the other claims the jury found
American players could not fill the void. Id. As the quality dropped and the already minimal
interest waned, the NASL was forced to close its doors. Id.
63. Jakobsze, supra note 8, at 147.
64. Id. This structure did not appeal to the "operator/investors" (the equivalent of franchise
owners in other sports leagues), so MLS ceded more control to the operator/investors. See Fra-
ser, 284 F.3d at 53.
65. Jakobsze, supra note 8, at 148.
66. Fraser, 284 F.3d at 53.
67. Id.
68. Id.
69. Id.
70. Id. at 53-54.
71. Id. at 53.
72. Jakobsze, supra note 8, at 147.
73. Fraser, 284 F.3d at 55, 71.
74. See supra notes 59-71. The Players Union had not yet been formed at the time Fraser was
filed.
75. Fraser, 284 F.3d at 55.
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that the players failed to prove that the relevant market was limited to
Division I professional soccer players in the United States.76
On appeal, the First Circuit expressed its doubts regarding MLS's
single-entity status because of what it perceived to be a diversity of
entrepreneurial interests.77 Further, the operator/investors were not
simply servants of MLS, but effectively controlled MLS via their
power over the board of governors. 78 Thus, though it did not provide
a definitive answer on the single-entity issue, the First Circuit refused
to validate MLS's single-entity status and instead simply classified it as
a "hybrid" organization. The court reflected on the possibilities and
difficulties of fully defining the "hybrid" organization, yet ultimately
concluded that it did not matter in this case. 79
According to the court, the exact definition of a "hybrid" organiza-
tion was irrelevant because the jury found that the players failed to
show that MLS had market power.80 MLS argued that the relevant
geographic and product markets should be international in scope and
stretch beyond Division I soccer players.81 However, just as it did on
the single-entity issue, the First Circuit expressed skepticism.82 In
dicta, the court indicated that "the peculiar assemblage of evidence,
including MLS-authored materials suggesting that it expected to exer-
cise some control over player salaries[,] ... makes it impossible to rule
out abstractly the possibility of a jury finding of MLS market power in
76. Id. The Section 2 monopoly claims went to the jury, which found that the players failed to
prove a limited relevant market. Id. Section 2 makes it illegal for a company to either: (1)
monopolize; (2) attempt to monopolize; or (3) conspire to monopolize a given market. 15 U.S.C.
§ 2 (2006). The players specifically alleged that MLS conspired and attempted to monopolize
the market for Division I professional soccer in the United States, and that it had in fact monop-
olized that market by eliminating competition for players. Fraser, 284 F.3d at 61.
77. Fraser, 284 F.3d at 57, 59. "In all events, we conclude that the single entity problem need
not be answered definitively in this case. The case for expanding Copperweld is debatable and,
more so, the case for applying the single entity label to MILS." Id. at 59.
78. id.
79. Id. at 58-59.
80. Id. at 59 ("As in any other non-per se case, players would have to show that MLS exer-
cised significant market power in a properly defined market, that the practices in question ad-
versely affected competition in that market and that on balance the adverse effects on
competition outweighed the competitive benefits. Here, the jury said that neither the United
States nor Division I delimited the relevant market-findings that imply that MLS faced signifi-
cant competition for player services both from outside the United States and from non-Division
I teams. That inference at a minimum creates uncertainty as to whether the jury could have
found market power under section 1." (citation omitted)). A major criticism of the rule of rea-
son is its unpredictable application, especially in jury trials. Note, Leegin's Unexplored "Change
in Circumstance": The Internet and Resale Price Maintenance, 121 HARV. L. REV. 1600, 1620
(2008).
81. Cf Fraser, 284 F.3d at 59-60.
82. Id. at 60.
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a broader market. '83 The court conceded that there could be a
broader market in which the players could prove that greater competi-
tion between ownership would lead to higher player salaries and "[i]n
that event, assuming that the single entity defense failed, a basis for
liability might exist."'84 Thus, some basic understanding of market
power is necessary in light of the court's conjecture that MLS could be
liable if the single-entity defense failed.
C. Market Power and Defining the Relevant Market
Most lawsuits challenging a sports league's labor practices under
Section 1 of the Sherman Act require a showing of market power. 85
"A defendant firm has market power if it can raise price without a
total loss of sales."' 86 Market power plays an important role in deter-
mining whether a firm has taken anticompetitive action and also limits
judicial review to meritorious cases in which firms are most likely to
impose anticompetitive effects. 87
Obstacles to attaining market power include "(1) the readiness of
defendant's customers to forego the product altogether or (2) the
presence of numerous rivals who can and will expand their output to
satisfy buyers repelled by the defendant's price increase. '"88 However,
"[w]ith sufficient demand for the product and no significant rivals, the
defendant can reap supracompetitive prices and profits." 89 The pres-
ence of market power, however, will only raise antitrust scrutiny if it is
substantial and durable. 90 Substantial market power is manifested in a
defendant's ability to raise prices above competitive levels in the
short-term, accompanied by high-entry barriers and other impedi-
ments to rival entry or expansion in the long-term. 91 Substantial mar-
ket power becomes durable market power when it persists for a
significant period of time without erosion of such power by expansion
83. Id. at 59.
84. Id. at 60.
85. Marc Edelman, Does the NBA Still Have "Market Power?" Exploring the Antitrust Impli-
cations of an Increasingly Global Market for Men's Basketball Player Labor, 41 RUTGERS L.J.
549 (2010).
86. 2B AREEDA & HOVENKAMP, supra note 29, 501.
87. See EINER ELHAUGE & DAMIEN GERARDIN, GLOBAL ANTITRUST LAW AND ECONOMICS
276-77 (2007).
88. 2B AREEDA & HOVENKAMP, supra note 29, 1 501.
89. Id.
90. Id.
91. Id.
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and new entry.92 Ultimately, the question of how much market power
is excessive and therefore warrants the intervention of antitrust law
"is largely a question of legal policy, not of economic fact."' 93
Market definition entails identifying those producers that provide
customers of a defendant with alternative sources for the defendant's
products or services. 94 Proper market definition excludes suppliers
"(1) whose product is too different (product dimension) or too far
away (geographic dimension) and (2) who are not likely to shift
promptly to offer defendant's customers a suitably proximate (in both
product and geographic terms) alternative. '95
1. Product Market
The Fraser jury found for MLS regarding the definition of both the
product and geographic market.96 With respect to the product mar-
ket, the jury agreed with MLS that the players had failed to prove that
the relevant product market was limited to Division I professional
soccer players. 97 However, this decision did not vindicate MLS; the
players simply did not meet their burden of proof ten years ago. 98
Markets are "composed of products that have reasonable inter-
changeability for the purposes for which they are produced-price,
use and qualities considered." 99 Separate product markets exist when
a significant increase in the price of product A beyond the competitive
level "would neither induce customers of A to buy product B instead,
nor induce B producers to make A." 100 Courts also typically consider
evidence of reasonable interchangeability of use, cross-elasticity of de-
mand, and other "practical indicia" for direct proof of substitutability,
as detailed by the Court in Brown Shoe v. United States.101 The
Brown Shoe Court suggested that the "boundaries of such a sub-
market may be determined by examining such practical indicia as in-
92. Id. Professors Areeda and Hovenkamp explain some problems with this formula, but
ultimately conclude that it is appropriate to ask, as a core question, whether a firm can price
monopolistically without prompt erosion due to rival entry and expansion. Id.
93. Id.
94. 2B AREEDA & HOVENKAMP, supra note 29, 530a.
95. Id. (footnotes omitted).
96. Fraser v. MLS, L.L.C., 284 F.3d 47, 55 (1st Cir. 2002).
97. Id. at 59; see also M. Howard Morse, Product Market Definition in the Pharmaceutical
Industry, 71 ANTITRUST L.J. 633, 652 (2003) ("[Tlhe burden of proof on market definition is on
the government or private antitrust plaintiff .....
98. Fraser, 284 F.3d at 55.
99. United States v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377, 404 (1956); see also 2B
AREEDA & HOVENKAMP, supra note 29, 561.
100. 2B AREEDA & HOVENKAMP, supra note 29, 561.
101. Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. 294, 325 (1962).
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dustry or public recognition of the submarket as a separate economic
entity, the product's peculiar characteristics and uses, unique produc-
tion facilities, distinct customers, distinct prices, sensitivity to price
changes, and specialized vendors. 10 2
In the federal antitrust context, the "big four" professional sports
leagues constitute their own separate product market. 10 3 Courts have
found that, from the consumer's perspective, a particular league's
sport is not reasonably interchangeable with other sports or forms of
entertainment. 10 4 Therefore, MLB, the NFL, the NBA, and the NHL
are each regarded as separate markets for antitrust purposes,10 5 which
would limit the market definition and render these leagues susceptible
to an adverse antitrust decision or, at the very minimum, affect their
bargaining behavior.
2. Geographic Market
The unique global character of soccer presents challenges for any
court attempting to define a geographic market. 0 6 At common law,
and as promulgated by the Supreme Court in Tampa Electric Co. v.
Nashville Coal Co., a geographic market is defined as where the seller
operates and buyer "can practicably turn for supplies."'01 7 The lower
court similarly framed the question for the jury in Fraser, defining the
geographic market as the "area 'to which players can turn, as a practi-
cal matter, for alternate opportunities for employment as professional
soccer players."'" 0' 8  Practicing lawyers, academics, and economists
alike have attempted to develop the "best" test for measuring a geo-
graphic market, each with its own backlash. 109 However, not one of
these tests has established itself as the preeminent geographic market
test-one that is both sophisticated enough to deal with complex eco-
nomics and straightforward enough to be applied by fact-finders. 1 0
102. Id. at 325. However, one commentator has stated, "While the Brown Shoe factors are
certainly relevant to market definition, it is important to recognize that some of those factors are
more important than others. Market analysis requires more than tabulating how many Brown
Shoe factors support a proposed definition." Morse, supra note 97, at 660 n.99.
103. Thomas A. Piraino, Jr., A Proposal for the Antitrust Regulation of Professional Sports, 79
B.U. L. REV. 889, 895 (1999).
104. Id.
105. Id.
106. See Tony Karon, What Soccer Means to the World, TIME (July 21, 2004), http://www.time.
com/time/arts/article/0,8599,671302,00.html (discussing the global nature of soccer).
107. Tampa Electric Co. v. Nashville Coal Co., 365 U.S. 320, 327 (1961).
108. Fraser v. MLS, L.L.C., 284 F.3d 47, 62-63 (1st Cir. 2002).
109. See Charles Carson Eblen, Defining the Geographic Market in Modern Commerce: The
Effect of Globalization and E-Commerce on Tampa Electric and Its Progeny, 56 BAYLOR L.
REV. 49 (2004).
110. Cf. id. at 51.
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While courts in the United States have applied antitrust law to sports
leagues, they have not faced the challenge of applying antitrust law to
a sport as global as soccer. Even in Fraser, a jury, and not the court,
answered the market power question.111 Thus, because of the com-
plexities surrounding geographic market definition, courts continue to
use the standard promulgated in Tampa Electric.112
III. ANALYSIS
This Comment argues that MLS no longer operates as a single en-
tity. Further, because the rule of reason is unpredictable in its appli-
cation, a fact-finder could reasonably conclude that MLS exercises
power over a unique relevant market: American soccer. Recent de-
velopments in MLS have only strengthened the argument that it exer-
cises market power over Division I soccer players in the United
States.113 MLS has restrained competition by forcing players to deal
exclusively with MLS instead of individual teams, which depresses sal-
aries and limits movement,114 and has established itself as the preemi-
nent domestic soccer league with little to no threat of rival expansion
or new entry. The impending demise of MLS's single-entity status and
the increased likelihood of the Players Union defining a more limited
relevant market would doom MLS in an antitrust suit. Losing an anti-
trust lawsuit would be catastrophic, if not fatal, for MLS.115 There-
fore, MLS must bargain in earnest with domestic players in order to
both avoid an antitrust suit and ensure MLS's future.
111. See Fraser, 284 F.3d at 56.
112. See Eblen, supra note 109, at 56.
113. Many of the factors undermining MLS's single-entity structure also strengthen the Play-
ers Union's relevant market definition. However, MLS should be encouraged by these develop-
ments because they ultimately signal the strength and vitality of MLS.
114. It is beyond the scope of this Comment to conduct an in-depth analysis of player harm
and the harm on competition. However, the theory of monopsony-when a single buyer can
exert some degree of control over the purchase price of their inputs-has regularly been applied
to sports leagues. See Chi. Prof'l Sports Ltd. P'ship v. NBA, 95 F.3d 593, 599 (7th Cir. 1996)
(observing that from the players' perspective the NBA "looks more like a group of firms acting
as a monopsony" than as a single source of the product called "NBA Basketball"); Brown v. Pro
Football, Inc., 50 F.3d 1041, 1061 (D.C. Cir. 1995) (Wald, J., dissenting) ("Athletic prowess is ...
a unique and highly specialized resource, of precisely the genre vulnerable to monopsony manip-
ulation."). For a thorough discussion of monopsony in sports, see Salil K. Mehra & T. Joel
Zuercher, Striking Out "Competitive Balance" in Sports, Antitrust, and Intellectual Property, 21
BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 1499, 1525 (2006). The players' sunk costs, choices, and differentiation
should all be taken into consideration. See, e.g., Warren S. Grimes, Buyer Power and Retail
Gatekeeper Power: Protecting Competition and the Atomistic Seller, 72 ANTrRUST L.J. 563
(2005) (arguing that certain types of sellers, including athletes and other professionals, are espe-
cially vulnerable to powerful buyers).
115. Cf Davis, supra note 18 (explaining the damage a strike would have on MLS).
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A. Why Major League Soccer Is No Longer a Single Entity
The single-entity classification has protected MLS from legal chal-
lenges and also provided it with a certain degree of bargaining lever-
age. However, MLS has changed significantly since its inaugural
season, and many of these changes severely undermine the unity of
interest required for continued classification as a single entity. This
Part outlines these developments, which have helped MLS's bottom
line, but also altered its legal status. Some of the most important
changes include the Designated Player Rule, increased competition
for players, and soccer-specific stadiums.
Since the First Circuit spared MLS from greater antitrust scrutiny,
MLS has continued to operate as a single entity.116 In 2003, two years
after Fraser, the players formed the Players Union, 117 which negoti-
ated the 2004 and 2010 collective bargaining agreements. 118 Typically,
a sports league that undertakes anticompetitive measures, such as a
draft or age limitations, will not face antitrust scrutiny if the measures
were collectively bargained for' 19 because of the non-statutory labor
exemption. 120 Once the collective bargaining agent decertifies the
union, however, the league is no longer shielded from antitrust scru-
tiny and the injured party may be entitled to treble damages if the
defendant is found to have entered an agreement in restraint of
trade. 12' However, because of MLS's current, perhaps illusory, single-
entity status, there can be no "agreement" between competitors for
purposes of a Section 1 claim.122 Therefore, the Players Union is
stripped of bargaining leverage because decertification would not ex-
pose the league to treble damages.12 3 Nonetheless, developments
since Fraser have cast serious doubt on whether MLS still qualifies as
a single entity and, therefore, whether it deserves this protection. 124
116. See Jakobsze, supra note 8, at 155.
117. About the MLS Players Union, MAJOR LEAGUE SOCCER PLAYERS UNION, http://www.
mlsplayers.org/about-mlspu.html (last visited Mar. 3, 2013).
118. Id.
119. See McCann, supra note 7, at 737.
120. See Jonathan S. Shapiro, Warming the Bench: The Nonstatutory Labor Exemption in the
National Football League, 61 FORDHAM L. REV. 1203, 1205-08 (1993).
121. Michael McCann, 10 Things You Need to Know About a Possible NFL Lockout, SI.coM,
http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2011/writers/michael-mccann//03/labor/index.html (last updated
Mar. 4, 2011, 12:04 PM).
122. Jakobsze, supra note 8, at 150.
123. Id.; cf McCann, supra note 121.
124. While this Comment briefly addresses why MLS is no longer a single entity to illustrate
the progression of an antitrust claim and its effects on the relevant market and collective bar-
gaining process, many other articles address this issue in more depth. See sources cited supra
note 8.
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The Supreme Court's ruling in American Needle reaffirmed the im-
portance of objectively determining whether the teams are potential
competitors. 125 One of the most important factors in this analysis is
competition among the teams for player services.'2 6 While free
agency remains notably absent from MLS, 12 7 the competition between
respective teams is rapidly growing. 12 8
First, teams compete for the services of "Designated Players," who
constitute a special subclass of players. The Designated Player Rule
was instituted to lure premier international players to MLS129 and fos-
ters competition by allowing teams to spend beyond their cap to meet
high wage demands. 130 However, MLS only pays a nominal amount
of a Designated Player's salary, and the player's team pays the re-
mainder. 131 For the 2012 season, a Designated Player's salary counted
between $150,000-$335,000 against a team's salary cap, which is paid
by MLS.132 All costs exceeding the amount paid by MLS must be paid
by the individual team's operator/investor. 33 Each team's individual
spending severely undermines MLS's single-entity status because the
individual teams are pursuing players independent of MLS and other
teams, creating competition among teams for the players' services.134
With each team competing for players' services, the teams have diver-
gent competitive interests and are functioning more like a joint ven-
ture, similar to the NFL.135
125. Am. Needle, Inc. v. NFL, 130 S. Ct. 2201, 2212-17 (2010).
126. See Chi. Prof'l Sports Ltd. P'ship v. NBA, 95 F.3d 593, 600 (7th Cir. 1996) ("NBA ... is
best understood as a joint venture when curtailing competition for players who have few other
market opportunities.").
127. See MLS and Players Union Agree to CBA Deal, 2010 Season Will Begin on Time, Soc-
CER BY IVES (Mar. 20, 2010), http://www.soccerbyives.net/soccer by-ives/2010/03/mls-and-play
ers-union-agree-to-cba-deal-2010-season-will-begin-on-time.html.
128. See Jakobsze, supra note 8, at 164.
129. Bernhard, supra note 8, at 425.
130. See id. at 425-26.
131. Id. at 426.
132. See Jack Bell, M.L.S. Tweaks Designated Player Rule, N.Y. TIMES SOCCER BLOG (Aug.
11, 2011, 6:41 PM), http://goal.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/08/16/m-l-s-tweaks-designated-player-
rule.
133. See Jakobsze, supra note 8, at 167.
134. Id. Recently, the Los Angeles Galaxy, the team that signed David Beckham for a mas-
sive contract, had to trade one of its Designated Players, Colombian Juan Pablo Angel, to make
room for a new Designated Player, Irishman Robbie Keane. See Scott French, GALAXY:
Keane Joins up, but Angel Isn't Gone, ESPN (Aug. 15, 2011, 5:09 PM), http://espn.go.com/blog/
los-angeles/soccer/post/_/id/10353/galaxy-keane-joins-up-but-angel-isnt-gone; LA Galaxy Trade
Juan Pablo Angel to Chivas USA, LA GALAXY (Aug. 17, 2011), http://www.lagalaxy.com/news/
2011/08/la-galaxy-trade-juan-pablo-angel-chivas-usa.
135. Cf. Am. Needle, Inc. v. NFL, 130 S. Ct. 2201, 2213 (2010).
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Teams also compete against one another through the appointment
of technical directors. 136 The technical director at each club negoti-
ates contracts with Designated Players, oversees youth development
programs, and scouts players both domestically and abroad. 137 Thus,
teams seek to hire the finest technical directors in order to secure the
best players for their team-not for MLS or a rival owner. Addition-
ally, similarly to other professional sports leagues, teams have started
trading non-MLS players, 138 which further indicates diverse competi-
tive interests beyond MLS.139
Finally, teams have started to build soccer-specific stadiums.140
Building these stadiums has forced the operator/investors to person-
ally acquire a combination of public and private financing, often with-
out the assistance of MLS.141 This places an operator/investor's
individual entrepreneurial interests before that of MLS and the other
operator/investors.1 42 As individual operator/investors demonstrate
their autonomy and entrepreneurial interest, MLS's grip on the single-
entity classification weakens.143 All of these factors greatly under-
mine MLS's single-entity status. 44
But what if MLS no longer qualifies as a single entity? What are
the consequences? Ultimately, this is a sign of progress for MLS.
While single-entity structuring may have been necessary in MLS's in-
fancy, it is of little use for well-established sports leagues.145 Econom-
ically, the single entity lacks the necessary incentives, and conversely
accountability, that allows individual owners and their teams to
thrive.146 While a single-entity structure can entice the first wave of
136. Jakobsze, supra note 8, at 165-66. The technical directors operate in a similar capacity to
the general managers in Major League Baseball, who oversee the development of a franchise's
prospects or "farm system." See id.
137. Id.
138. See, e.g., LA Galaxy Trade Juan Pablo Angel to Chivas USA, supra note 134.
139. Jakobsze, supra note 8, at 169.
140. See Wahl, supra note 5. See generally Thomas D. Stuck, Comment, Facility Issues in
Major League Soccer: What Do Soccer Stadiums Have to Do with Antitrust Liability?, 14 MARQ.
SPORTS L. REV. 551 (2004).
141. Stuck, supra note 140, at 566.
142. See id. at 565-66.
143. See id.
144. For more in-depth treatment of this issue, see sources cited supra note 8.
145. Jakobsze, supra note 8, at 173 n.302 (citing Chris Sagers, American Needle, Dagher, and
the Evolving Antitrust Theory of the Firm: What Will Become of Section 1?, THE ANTITRUST
SOURCE, Aug. 2009, at 1, 4, available at http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba//antitrust_
source/Aug09_Sagers8-12f.authcheckdam.pdf.
146. Edelman & Masterson, supra note 8, at 306-07.
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investors by minimizing risk, once a league is established it can and
should transition from minimizing risk to promoting growth.147
Regardless of the benefits, this competitive independence severely
undermines MLS's single-entity status. MLS will likely be subject to
the rule of reason in its next brush with antitrust scrutiny because the
unity of interest that theoretically makes agreement impossible is no
longer present. Therefore, the most important question remaining is
whether MLS has sufficient market power to be found guilty of an-
ticompetitive behavior-what Fraser did not do.148 Thus, it is neces-
sary to examine MLS's role in both the United States and the world of
soccer.
B. The Stability of Major League Soccer and Other
Indicia of Relevant Market
MLS has established its stability in the United States and faces no
competition for the U.S. soccer market. 149 MLS's finances, in addition
to a number of other factors, make this very clear. This Part briefly
addresses MLS's increasing profitability, as well as a number of other
issues regarding its vitality.
In its early existence, MLS was notoriously secretive with respect to
its financials and health.' 50 However, as MLS has continued to grow
at impressive rates, more financial information has become availa-
ble. 51 For the years 2011-2015, MLS has projected that total stadium
revenues will average between $14-$15 million per year. 152 MLS also
reported a 26% increase in season ticket sales for the majority of
teams over the relevant time period.153 Additionally, in 2011 MLS
passed the NBA and NHL in per-game attendance due to a 7% in-
crease in attendance over the previous year. 154 The push towards soc-
147. Id.
148. Fraser v. MLS, L.L.C., 284 F.3d 47, 55 (1st Cir. 2002).
149. Id. at 53 (noting that, from the inception of MLS, it was the goal of USSF to establish
only one soccer league in the United States).
150. Ben Berger, MLS: A Peek Behind the Curtain, FooTIEBUSINESS (Mar. 26, 2009), http://
footiebusiness.com/2009/03/26/mls-a-peek-behind-the-curtain.
151. See Beau Dure, MLS' Don Garber Praises League's Growth, David Beckham, USA To-
DAY (Nov. 10, 2011, 3:43 PM), http://usatoday30.usatoday.con/sports/soccer/story/2011-11-10/
don-garber-mls/51156796/1; see also Sir Alex Praises Growth of MLS, ESPN (July 12, 2011),
http://soccernet.espn.go.com/news/story/_/id/933925/man-united's-sir-alex-ferguson-praises-
growth-of-game-in-mls?cc=5901 (detailing the surprise of one of the greatest coaches in world
soccer with how successful MLS has been); Berger, supra note 150.
152. Berger, supra note 150.
153. Id.
154. Ray Sanchez, Major League Soccer Passes NBA and NHL in Per-Game Attendance,
HUFFINGTON POST (Nov. 9, 2011, 12:00 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/201/11/08/major-
league-soccer-surpa-n_1082593.html. While it should be noted that MLS has fewer games annu-
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cer-specific stadiums will further help teams sustain long-term
profits.155 Lastly, MLS's most profitable franchise, the Los Angeles
Galaxy, recently signed a ten-year, $55 million television contract. 156
Although these developments, among others, 5 7 are important in
proving that MLS has established itself as the premier Division I soc-
cer league in the United States, there is more to MLS's stability than
financial clout. Simply because soccer players have a greater number
of options to seek employment abroad compared to other professional
athletes should not necessarily imply that all foreign leagues should be
included in the relevant geographic market. 158 Instead, courts should
look at equitable concerns, including divergent salaries and costs, 15 9
entry barriers facing rival leagues,160 MLS's citizenship require-
ments, 161 and the ability of players to play both domestically and
abroad. 162
1. MLS's Unique Salary Structure
The U.S. Government's Horizontal Merger Guidelines require a
fact-finder to examine whether a "small but significant and nontran-
sitory" price increase would cause enough buyers to shift to other
products and thus make the increase unprofitable to the potential mo-
nopolist. 163 For MLS, because the players are an input, the question
would be whether greater salary depression would cause players to
seek employment elsewhere. However, applying this test to MLS
player salaries is inappropriate in light of the divergent and varying
salaries that result from MLS's innovative (and confusing) salary
structure.
ally than either the NBA or NHL, the continuing rise in attendance is a very important sign of
stability regardless.
155. See Stuck, supra note 140, at 555-57.
156. Kevin Baxter & Joe Flint, Galaxy Jumping to Time Warner Cable in $55-Million Deal,
L.A. TIMES (Nov. 15, 2011, 3:14 PM), http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/sportshblog/201/11/gal-
axy-jumping-to-time-warner-cable-in-55-million-deal.html; Wahl, supra note 5. The television
contract was awarded to the franchise despite weak viewership. See Baxter & Flint, supra.
157. See infra notes 163-215.
158. Cf Louis Kaplow, The Accuracy of Traditional Market Power Analysis and a Direct Ad-
justment Alternative, 95 HARV. L. REV. 1817, 1818 (1982).
159. See infra notes 163-79. For a fascinating study in the price disparity between some of the
higher salaries in Europe and the United States, see Sarah Rudd, Comparing the Top 100 Sala-
ries from MLS and Europe, ON FOOTBALL (June 7, 2011), http://onfooty.com/2011/06/compar-
ing-the-top-100-salaries-from-mls-and-europe.html.
160. See infra notes 180-86.
161. See infra notes 187-201.
162. See infra notes 202-11.
163. See U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE & THE FED. TRADE COMM'N, HORIZONTAL MERGER GUIDE-
LINES § 1.11 (rev. ed. 1997); see also Morse, supra note 97, at 660.
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Because MLS has a hard salary cap for most of its players,164 but an
entirely different set of rules for Designated Players, 165 gauging the
value and market for players is extremely difficult. 166 In most profes-
sional sports leagues, and other soccer leagues abroad, players are
paid based on their talent and contribution to the team. 167 Due to the
MLS's salary structure, however, there is remarkable disparity be-
tween the earnings of the highest and lowest paid member of each
team.168 This is due in part to Designated Players, whose salaries are
based predominately on brand and international success, rather than
current ability. 69 As soccer scribe Leander Shaerlaeckens recently
noted,
In MLS, which has an outlandish appetite for big foreign names
but no free market, there is no correlation between expenditure and
quality-not until 2011 did a team that employed a designated
player, first allowed in 2007, even win the league. This means that
you can't rank MLS among other leagues around the world based
on the salaries paid to its players. 170
This phenomenon complicates any economic approach to determin-
ing market power. For example, Rafa Mdirquez, one of the greatest
Mexican soccer players of all time, decided to play for the New York
Red Bulls after a wildly successful career in Europe and was paid $4.6
164. 2011 MLS Roster Rules, MLSsOCCER.COM, http://www.mlssoccer.com/2011-mls-roster-
rules (last visited Mar. 14, 2013) ("Players occupying roster spots 1-20 count against the club's
2011 salary budget of $2,675,000, and are referred to collectively as the club's Salary Budget
Players.... The maximum budget charge for a single player is $335,000.").
165. Id. ("The Designated Player Rule allows clubs to acquire up to three players whose sala-
ries exceed their budget charges, with the club bearing financial responsibility for the amount of
compensation above each player's budget charge. Designated Player slots may be used to ac-
quire players new to MLS or to retain current MLS players, subject to MLS approval."). MLS
also has different salary rules for its Generation Adidas and other "Off-Budget" players. Id.; see
also Scott French, UCLA's Rowe Joins GA List. ESPN (Dec. 29, 2011, 2:34 PM), http://
espn.go.com/blog/los-angeles/soccer/post/ /id/13486/uclas-rowe-joins-ga-list#more (explaining
that Generation Adidas contracts do not count against their clubs' roster sizes or salary caps,
making them an attractive option for teams); Ives Galarcep, MLS Shifting Resources Away from
Generation Adidas, Fox SOCCER, http://msn.foxsports.com/foxsoccer/mls/story/generation-
adidas-class-major-league-soccer-increased-costs-010512 (last updated Jan. 7, 2012, 1:54 PM).
166. Leander Schaerlaeckens, Comparing MLS to Other Leagues, ESPN, http://espn.go.com/
sports/soccer/news/ - /id17293576major-league-soccer-just-how-good-mis-compared-other-
leagues (last updated Nov. 29, 2011, 11:14 AM).
167. Brian Straus, Eric Wynalda Is the Icon Turned Iconoclast, SPORTING NEWS (Feb. 7, 2012,
8:37 PM), http://aol.sportingnews.com/soccer/story/2012-02-07/eric-wynalda-is-the-icon-turned-
iconoclast.
168. Schaerlaeckens, supra note 166.
169. Id.
170. Id.
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million per year. 171 While M~irquez may have helped MLS develop a
following in Mexico, his former partner in defense, twenty-four-year
old Tim Ream, was only paid approximately $63,000 even though he
received substantial accolades in his rookie season. 172 Yet Ream is
now playing in England, 173 and Mirquez was released following the
2012 season, which led some to question whether he was one of the
worst signings in MLS history.1 74 This raises an obvious question with
long-term implications: Why would MLS allow one of its brightest,
and perhaps more importantly, cost-controlled, stars to leave for a rel-
atively modest sum?1 75 Regardless, this unique salary structure com-
plicates any change-in-price analysis.
These examples illustrate the problem in applying the government's
Horizontal Merger Guidelines' test to player salaries. To whose salary
should a price decrease be applied? To Rafa Mirquez's salary? Mir-
quez left Barcelona, one of the greatest soccer clubs of all time, to live
in New York. The same can be said for Thierry Henry, who chose to
play in New York for a $6.5 million per year. 176 French striker Nicolas
Anelka, who is of approximately the same skill as Henry, chose to
play in the Chinese soccer league for roughly $14 million per sea-
son. 177 Anelka, in addition to other players, turned down MLS in
favor of a more lucrative contract. 178
Yet many players have decided, for various reasons, to play in the
United States for less money. Should a price decrease be applied only
to non-Designated Players, whose entire salaries count against the sal-
ary cap, since Designated Player's might make exponentially more
171. 2011 MLS Player Salaries: By Club, MAJOR LEAGUE SOCCER PLAYERS UNION (Sept. 1,
2011), http://www.mlsplayers.org/files/September%201,%202011 %2OSalary%201nformation%
20-%2OBy%20Club.pdf.
172. Frank Giase, Red Bulls Defender Tim Ream Seemed Like Lock for MLS Rookie of the
Year, NJ.coM (Nov. 9, 2010, 5:45 AM), http://www.nj.coi/soccer-news/index.ssf/2010/l11/giase-
red bullsdefendertimjr.html; 2011 MLS Player Salaries, supra note 171; Statistics, NEW YORK
RED BULLS, http://www.newyorkredbulls.com/stats/season?season-year=2011 (last visited Mar.
18, 2013).
173. Bolton Signs Tim Ream from MLS, ESPN, http://espn.go.com!/soccer/story/_/id/7505589/
tim-ream-new-york-red-bulls-makes-move-bolton (last updated Jan. 26, 2012, 2:49 PM).
174. Graham Parker, Was Rafael Mdrquez the Worst Ever MLS Designated Player?, GUARD-
IAN (Dec. 13, 2012, 1:42 PM), http://www.guardian.co.uk/football/blog/2012/dec/13/rafael-rafa-
marquez-new-york-red-bulls-mls-flops.
175. Id.
176. 2011 MLS Player Salaries, supra note 171.
177. See David Hytner, Nicolas Anelka's Move from Chelsea to China Is No Shanghai Sur-
prise, GUARDIAN (Dec. 12, 2011, 2:01 PM), http://www.guardian.co.uk/football/blog/2011/dec/12/
nicolas-anelka-chelsea-china-shanghai.
178. Frank Isola, Montreal Impact Lucked Out by Losing Nicolas Anelka to Shanghai Shenua,
GOAL (Dec. 15, 2011, 12:35 PM), http://www.goal.com/en-us/news/3837/frank-isola/2011/12/15/
2803849/frank-isola-montreal-impact-lucked-out-by-losing-nicolas.
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and are in their own special category? Many of these players are
American and have either chosen to stay in the United States for per-
sonal reasons or have never had the opportunity to go abroad, which
further complicates the idea of geographic market definition. 179 Thus,
determining price is an exercise in futility with respect to MLS, and a
fact-finder must examine other factors to determine the relevant
market.
2. Entry Barriers Facing Other Leagues
MLS is the only Division I professional soccer league in the United
States. 180 While MLS has, without question, demonstrated a shrewd
business sense in building itself from the ground up in a nation that
has not traditionally supported the sport, it is essential to remember
that MLS did not reach this point purely through efficient opera-
tion.181 MLS received the blessing of the USSF in 1993 as the sole and
exclusive Division I professional soccer league in the United States. 182
Consequently, MLS's position as the only Division I soccer league in
the United States is unquestioned and durable.
Moreover, no Division II soccer league has posed a challenge to
MLS since its inception. In fact, Division II leagues are consistently
weakened by its teams joining MLS.183 Four teams have recently
made the switch. In 2010, MLS added the Seattle Sounders from the
United Soccer League.' 8 4 In 2011, MLS added both the Portland Tim-
bers and Vancouver Whitecaps from the United Soccer League. 18 5 Fi-
nally, in 2012, the Montreal Impact became the fourth team to leave a
Division II soccer league and join MLS.18 6 These recent additions
demonstrate that MLS is expanding at the expense of its rivals, and
American soccer has officially become a one-league show.
179. Derek Richey, Top 20 American MLS Players Who Never Took a Shot Abroad, Bic
SOCCER (Feb. 4, 2012 5:48 AM), http:l/www.bigsoccer.com/soccer/dwreckl971/2012102/04/top-20-
american-mls-players-who-never-took-a-shot-abroad.
180. Fraser v. MLS, L.L.C., 284 F.3d 47, 53 (1st Cir. 2002).
181. See id.
182. Id.
183. MLS Adds Montreal, Wants 2nd NY Club, ESPN, http://sports.. .com/sports/soccer/news/
story?id=5170713 (last updated May 7, 2010, 9:40 PM).
184. See Matthew Gaschk, Sounders Start Last USL Year, SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER,
Apr. 19, 2008, at D4.
185. See Editorial, On MLS, Now Comes the Hardest Part, OREGONIAN, Mar. 21, 2009, at
B10.
186. Yvan Delia-Lavictoire, Montreal Miss Out on NASL Playoffs, Turn Focus to MLS, ML-
SSOCCER.COM (Sept. 25, 2011), http://www.mlssoccer.com/news/article/2011/09/25/montreal-miss-
out-nasl-playoffs-turn-focus-mls.
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3. The Domestic Player Requirement
MLS's allotment of a limited number of "international player slots"
severely undermines any claim that the United States is not the rele-
vant market.' 87 While the use of nationality restrictions is a common
source of controversy in international soccer, 188 the practice is com-
mon in both the MLS and abroad.a89 Though the quotas abroad are
relatively malleable, 90 they have still come under some scrutiny;' 91
yet MLS's requirements are much more stringent. 192
MLS divides players into two classes: domestic and international.1 93
A domestic player is a United States citizen, green card holder, or
recipient of a special status exemption such as a refugee seeking asy-
lum. 194 Unlike the diluted player quota in England, it is -not enough
for a foreign player to have simply trained with a team for a period of
time. 95
For the 2011 season, MLS capped the number of international ros-
ter slots at 144, which were divided among the eighteen MLS teams, a
limit of eight international players per team. 196 Since its inception,
however, MLS has placed no such restrictions on domestic players. 97
As MLS executive Todd Durbin recognized, "The backbone of the
league has been and will continue to be the U.S. domestic players."'' 98
Many U.S. players may have started their careers in MLS because
foreign leagues simply do not scout them-there is not necessarily an-
187. N. Jeremi Duru, This Field Is Our Field: Foreign Players, Domestic Leagues, and the
Unlawful Racial Manipulation of American Sport, 84 TUL. L. REV. 613, 614 (2010).
188. Id. at 627.
189. Id. at 617-18, 625-27; UEFA Approves Foreign Quota Plan, BBC, http://news.bbc.co.uk/
sport2/hi/football/europe/4468411.stm (last updated Apr. 21, 2005, 10:12 PM); David Conn, Pre-
mier League's Homegrown Rule Will Give English Youngsters a Chance, GUARDIAN (Sept. 1,
2010, 6:00 PM), http://www.guardian.co.uk/football/david-conn-inside-sport-blog/2010/sep/0l/25-
man-squads-premier-league.
190. For example, the Premier League of England is not necessarily focused on nationality,
but instead on whether the player is trained for three years under the age of twenty-one by
somebody in the English and Welsh professional system. See UEFA Approves Foreign Quota
Plan, supra note 189.
191. See Case C-415/93, Union Royale Belge des Societes de Football Ass'n ASBL v. Bosman,
1995 E.C.R. 1-4921.
192. See Duru, supra note 187, at 617-18; see also 2011 MLS Roster Rules, supra note 164.
193. 2011 MLS Roster Rules, supra note 164.
194. Id.
195. See UEFA Approves Foreign Quota Plan, supra note 189.
196. 2011 MLS Roster Rules, supra note 164.
197. Duru, supra note 187, at 618. Upon MLS's inception, teams were originally limited to
only four international players. Id.
198. Simon Borg, U.S. Players to Be Considered Domestic for Canadian Teams, NEW YORK
RED BULLS (Jan. 28, 2011), http://www.newyorkredbulls.com/news/2Oll/Ol/us-players-be-consid-
ered-domestic-canadian-teams.
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other option. 99 MLS should have learned the perils of ignoring do-
mestic talent from the demise of the NASL, and it seems that the
domestic player requirement may have been made with this lesson in
mind.200 The impact of these limitations is that, while domestic play-
ers compete for every roster position in MLS, international players
compete in a different subset due to the limited number of roster
slots. 20 1 MLS's requirement that teams assemble an active roster
comprised primarily of domestic players is a strong indication that
MLS views the relevant market as the United States.
4. MLS's Unorthodox Calendar
Major League Soccer utilizes a calendar that looks very different
from its foreign counterparts, 20 2 and this unique calendar allows MLS
to operate at a time of year when very few of the other international
soccer leagues are in season. Most international soccer leagues, espe-
cially the most powerful, operate from August through May.20 3 How-
ever, the 2012 MLS season was just the opposite, operating from
March to December-longer than any previous calendar.20 4 FIFA
President Sepp Blatter has openly called for MLS to change its sched-
ule to mirror that of the more prominent European Leagues.20 5 Blat-
199. Leander Schaerlaeckens, The Future of U.S. Soccer, ESPN, http://espn.go.com/sports/soc-
cer/news/_lid16520002/mls-academies-kill-college-game-soccer (last updated May 30, 2011, 10:48
AM).
200. Andrei Markovits and Steven Hellerman explained the problematic lack of domestic
players in the NASL:
Realizing that only top quality soccer would draw major league-type crowds to
matches, the owners of the NASL had competed with each other in lavishing huge
contracts upon players from abroad. Revenues never matched the salary outlay for
these players, though without these players there would be no revenue at all, as the
quality of play on the field would not draw spectators, nor attract a network television
contract. That there were few American players on these teams was a powerful factor
in limiting spectatorship both in-person and on television, once Pele had retired in
1978. But American players were simply not good enough to provide the league with
the necessary quality of play .... The only alternative would have been to build slowly,
with limited revenue and an emphasis on home-grown talent.
Markovits & Hellerman, supra note 62, at 247.
201. Duru, supra note 187, at 632.
202. MLS: No Plans Soon for International Calendar, Fox SOCCER, http://msn.foxsports.coml
foxsoccer/mls/story/Major-League-Soccer-has-no-plans-to-switch-to-international-calendar (last
updated Feb. 15, 2011, 7:57 AM).
203. Id.
204. MLS Reveals 2012 Schedule, Including MLS Cup in December, MLSsoCCER.COM (Jan. 5,
2012), http://www.mlssoccer.com/news/article/2012/01/05/mls-reveals-2012-schedule-including-
mls-cup-december.
205. Blatter: MLS Must Move Season, ESPN (June 19, 2009), http://soccernet.espn.go.com/
news/story?id=656100&sec=mls&cc=5901.
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ter reasoned that the move would benefit MLS in the long-term. 20 6
However, after Qatar was awarded the 2022 World Cup over the
United States in what was perceived by many as a snub on the part of
FIFA and Blatter,20 7 MLS Commissioner Don Garber unequivocally
stated that the current schedule would remain intact.20 8
While MLS's recent success stands to challenge Blatter's assertion,
its schedule is an important factor in proving a relevant market.
MLS's unorthodox schedule allows for its players to play in more than
one league in a calendar year. The two most prominent examples of
this were MLS's brightest, and arguably most talented, stars: David
Beckham and Landon Donovan.20 9 Both stars have completed these
"loan moves" in the past 210 and are constant targets for loan opportu-
nities every winter when MLS is in the offseason and European
Leagues are mid-season.211 This schedule further illustrates that MLS
considers itself clearly distinct from European leagues, and moreover,
does not consider them competition.
MLS should be proud of its recent successes and stature. However,
MLS's triumphs are accompanied by new responsibilities as well. As-
suming MLS's single-entity status is defeated, it will be exposed to
206. Id.
207. Leander Schaerlaeckens, U.S. Bid Swings and Misses, ESPN, http://espn.go.com/sports/
soccer/news/_/id/5872089/us-world-cup-bid-swings-misses (last updated Dec. 2, 2010, 11:35 AM);
Brian Straus, MLS to Back off Schedule Shift Following World Cup Snub, AOL NEWS (Jan. 13,
2011, 5:56 PM), http://www.aolnews.com/2011/01/13/mls-to-rethink-schedule-shift-following-
world-cup-snub; Grant Wahl, Choice of Russia and Qatar as Hosts Raises Questions of FIFA
Integrity, SI.coM, http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com2010/writers/grant-wahl/12//3thoughts.wcbid/
index.html (last updated Dec. 2, 2010, 12:13 PM).
208. See MLS: No Plans Soon-for International Calendar, supra note 202; see also Straus,
supra note 167.
209. David Moyes Welcomes Landon Donovan Loan Deal to Everton, TELEGRAPH (Dec. 18,
2009, 6:10 PM), http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/football/teams/everton/6840674/David-Moyes-
welcomes-Landon-Donovan-loan-deal-to-Everton.html; Beckham Signs AC Milan Loan Deal,
BBC, http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport2/hi/football/europe/8326285 (last updated Nov. 2, 2009, 5:53
PM). While Donovan and Beckham receive the bulk of the attention, MLS players being loaned
to European clubs is increasingly common. See Jeff Carlisle, The Weird World of Being on Loan,
ESPN (Sept. 8, 2011, 2:24 PM), http://espn.go.com/sports/soccer/news/_/columnist/carlisle-.jeff/id/
6932906/the-weird-world-being-loan-soccer-jeff-carlisle.
210. David Moyes Welcomes Landon Donovan Loan Deal to Everton, supra note 209; Beck-
ham Signs A C Milan Loan Deal, supra note 209.
211. See Steve Davis, David Beckham Owes L.A. a Commitment, SIcoM, http://sportsillus-
trated.cnn.com/2011/writers/steve-davis/01/03/beckham.loan/index.html (last updated Jan. 3,
2011, 12:29 PM); see also Jason Davis, MLS and the Loan, U.S. SOCCER PLAYERS (Dec. 29,
2010), http://www.ussoccerplayers.com/ussoccerplayers/2010/12/ils-and-the-loan.html; Landon
Donovan to Forgo Loan Opportunities Ahead of 2011 MLS Season, LA GALAXY (Dec. 21,
2010), http://www.lagalaxy.com/news/2010/12/landon-donovan-forgo-loan-opportunities-ahead-
2011-mls-season.
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Section 1 scrutiny for the first time. 212 If MLS is exposed to Section 1
scrutiny, it is likely that a fact-finder could find that it operates in a
unique relevant market and could have violated the nation's antitrust
laws if the restraints of trade outweigh the procompetitive benefits. 213
Further application of the rule of reason is a fickle exercise 214 and
MLS should avoid it entirely. Therefore, this Comment argues that
MLS should not expose itself to such a debilitating finding, but instead
collectively bargain with the Players Union in recognition of this rele-
vant market. Not only is this approach legally beneficial, it will ulti-
mately assist MLS in realizing its most ambitious goals.215
IV. IMPACT
Major League Soccer is at a crossroads: it must discern where it
hopes to go and how domestic players fit into that plan. It has exper-
ienced impressive growth, support, and success over the past seven-
teen years.2 16 Further, MLS has survived contraction, 217 entered
lucrative TV deals,218 and built soccer-specific stadiums.2 19 Although
MLS has not yet established itself as either a premier soccer league,
globally, or joined the "big four" professional sports leagues domesti-
cally, it is not unreasonable to believe that these goals could be ac-
complished in the near future. Because of the uniquely global
character of soccer, no American sports league can guide MLS Com-
missioner Don Garber in executing his vision.220 Like all ambitious
undertakings, Garber and MLS's is replete with risk. MLS's single-
entity structure will soon be broken, and the Players Union will be
able to make a much more compelling argument for a narrowly de-
212. Jakobsze, supra note 8, at 155.
213. This Comment avoids any definite predictions because of the rule of reason's unpredict-
able nature, which is one of its major criticisms; this is especially true when the rule is applied by
juries. Leegin's Unexplored "Change in Circumstance": The Internet and Resale Price Mainte-
nance, supra note 80, at 1620 (citing Richard A. Posner, The Next Step in the Antitrust Treatment
of Restricted Distribution: Per Se Legality, 48 U. CHI. L. REV. 6, 14-15 (1981)).
214. Id.; see also Frank H. Easterbrook, The Limits of Antitrust, 63 TEX. L. REV. 1, 12 (1984)
("The [rule of reason] formulation offers no help to businesses planning their conduct.").
215. Commissioner Don Garber's stated goal is to become one of the greatest soccer leagues
in the world by 2022. Wahl, supra note 5.
216. Freedman, supra note 1.
217. See Jonah Freedman, Did Eliminating Tampa, Miami Save MLS?, MLSSOCCER.COM
(Jan. 5, 2012), http://www.mlssoccer.com/news/article/2012/01/05/throw-did-eliminating-tampa-
miami-save-mls.
218. See Jack Bell, MLS & NBC Sports Announce New TV Deal, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 10, 2011,
11:53 AM), http://goal.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/08/10/m-l-s-and-nbc-sports-announce-new-tv-
deal.
219. See Wahl, supra note 5.
220. Id.
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fined relevant market than the players in Fraser. These two develop-
ments, in addition to the unpredictability of antitrust litigation, would
place MLS in a precarious situation if the Players Union were to
decertify and bring suit.
MLS, however, must avoid an antitrust suit at all costs. As stated
above, an antitrust suit would be calamitous for all parties: players are
not in a position to strike, many owners do not have the financial re-
sources or patience to withstand a lost season or antitrust suit, and
MLS would squander any goodwill it has established. 221 This Com-
ment argues that such an unpredictable, expensive, and paralyzing
event can be avoided, while providing long-term benefits for all par-
ties. The solution lies in the special relationship between labor and
antitrust law.222 While the prospect of a successful antitrust suit and
the accompanying treble damages will be a powerful bargaining tool
for the Players Union, it is a cumbersome and expensive course of
action. 223 Therefore, both the MLS and the Players Union should
look to resolve their issues at the bargaining table. If Garber's ambi-
tious vision is to be achieved, this Comment argues that MLS must not
only accept, but also embrace its role as the producer of American
soccer by keeping the best young soccer players in MLS. If MLS ac-
cepts this role, it will be able to avoid the mistakes made by Nippon
Professional Baseball and continue its growth, as opposed to stagnat-
ing and watching its best players leave for greener pastures.
A. Bargaining in Earnest with Domestic Players: Why It Goes
Against Traditional Collective Bargaining Principles,
Yet Is Best for All Parties
Because the domestic players have been most harmed by MLS's
depressed wages and restrictions on player movement, this Comment
argues that the possibility of an unfavorable relevant market finding
for MLS should spur it into earnest negotiations with those domestic
players when negotiating the next collective bargaining agreement. In
collective bargaining, the individual's bargaining power is sacrificed
for the greater good of all members of the bargaining representative,
which strengthens the bargaining agent's position.224 This is especially
221. Davis, supra note 18.
222. William B. Gould IV, Globalization in Collective Bargaining, Baseball, and Matsuzaka:
Labor and Antitrust Law on the Diamond, 28 CoMp. LAB. L. & POL'Y J. 283, 301 (2007).
223. Id.
224. See Jacobs & Winter, Jr., supra note 7, at 7. "National labor policy has been built on the
premise that by pooling their economic strength and acting through a labor organization freely
chosen by the majority, the employees of an appropriate unit have the most effective means of
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relevant with respect to those employees or athletes possessing a su-
perior skill-set.225 A star player or skilled employee will fetch more
on the open market outside of the collective bargaining unit in almost
all sports or industries,2 26 but star players sacrifice some of their earn-
ing power by bargaining collectively. For example, free-spending
NBA owner Mark Cuban would likely pay Lebron James well over
the maximum salary allowed by the CBA if there were no such restric-
tions. But James salary is capped so that lesser players stand to earn
more. However, MLS's unique structure, soccer's image in the United
States, and MLS's long-term goals all undermine this basic principle of
collective bargaining because, as illustrated above, MLS's best players
are not necessarily the highest earners.
MLS aspires to be one of the finest soccer leagues in the world.227
Commissioner Don Garber hopes for this dream to come to fruition
by 2022, and has acknowledged that MLS must develop a steady
stream of young domestic players as a counterweight to the interna-
tional stars.228 Typically, the Designated Players would strengthen the
bargaining position of the lesser-known domestic players, yet this is
not the case because the Designated Players operate under an entirely
different salary structure than domestic players.229 Has Rafael MAr-
quez's presence in New York allowed MLS to sign and retain the fin-
est young American talent? The question is not only impossible to
answer, but also illustrates the disconnect between the Designated
Players and their effect on the rest of MLS.
The United States' ability to produce world-class soccer players is
not yet proven; some players have experienced success abroad, while
others have not.230 But an examination of where the premier young
players and senior members of the U.S. Men's National Team ply their
trade is disconcerting for a league seeking to retain its premier domes-
bargaining for improvements in wages, hours, and working conditions." NLRB v. Allis-Chal-
mers Mfg. Co., 388 U.S. 175, 180 (1967).
225. See Jacobs & Winter, Jr., supra note 7, at 7.
226. See id. at 9.
227. Wahl, supra note 5.
228. Id.
229. See supra notes 163-79.
230. Steven Goff, American Soccer Players Abroad: Clint Dempsey's Blast, Landon Dono-
van's Assist, Charlie Davies' Return, Weather's Impact, WASH. POST (Feb. 12, 2012, 6:44 PM),
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/soccer-insider/post/american-soccer-players-abroad-clint-
dempseys-blast-landon-donovans-assist-charie-davies-return-weathers-impact/212/02/2/gIQA
ajN9Q-blog.html (listing the number of players that do and do not receive playing time in Eu-
rope on a given week).
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tic talent.231 Soccer journalist Jeff Carlisle recently ranked the ten
best young soccer players for the United States; five were already
playing abroad and, based on past experience, others will surely fol-
low. 232 In an anonymous player survey before the 2013 season, Grant
Wahl surveyed eighteen MLS players and asked the most important
issues MLS needs to address.233 Four responses garnered multiple
votes: non-guaranteed contracts (five); lack of free agency (four); low
minimum salaries (three); and unhappiness with the single-entity op-
eration (two). 234 For Garber's dream to become a reality, MLS must
retain these players and address these concerns.
The most effective way for MLS to sustain its impressive growth is
to focus its investment on young, talented, domestic players. 235 This
would serve MLS's long-term interests in a number of ways. First,
developing and retaining the best American soccer players would
strengthen MLS's product, American Soccer, while engendering do-
mestic support.236 Second, and perhaps more importantly, negotiating
the next collective bargaining agreement with a bargaining agent fo-
cused on domestic players would strengthen MLS's standing as a di-
rect competitor with respect to the other major soccer leagues
throughout the world, instead of a farm system or feeder league.
MLS's future lies in dynamic, young, cost-effective talent-not the ag-
ing risks that so many of the Designated Players represent.237 If MLS
engaged the Players Union in serious collective bargaining, it would
231. At the 2010 FIFA World Cup in South Africa, the United States unquestionably fielded
its best side. Against England and Slovenia, the United States started only two players based in
MLS: Landon Donovan (Designated Player) and Robbie Findley (since left for Europe).
Against Algeria, the United States once again only started two players based in MLS: Donovan
and Jonathan Bornstein (since left for Mexico). In fact, of the twenty-three players brought to
South Africa in 2010-the best U.S. soccer players-only four played in MLS. 2010 World Cup
Roster, U.S. SOCCER, http://www.ussoccer.com/tournaments/fifa-world-cup/2010-fifa-world-cup/
training-camp-roster/100526-roster.aspx (last visited Mar. 18, 2013).
232. See Jeff Carlisle, U.S. Soccer: 10 to Watch Under 21, ESPN, http://espn.go.com/sports/
soccer/story/id/7459350/the-top-10-us-players-21-jeff-carlisle (last updated Jan. 19, 2012, 9:07
AM).
233. Grant Wahl, MLS Preseason Player Survey, Part H, SIcoM (Feb. 27, 2013, 10:58 AM),
http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/soccer/news/20130227/mls-preview-player-survey/index.html.
234. Id.
235. Wahl, supra note 5. Commissioner Don Garber explained the need to "have some young
American players that people can believe in." Id.
236. Compare Nippon Professional Baseball's desire to create a defined product: Japanese
Baseball. See Lewis Kurlantzick, The Tampering Prohibition and Agreements Between American
and Foreign Sports Leagues, 32 COLUM. J.L. & ARTS 271, 328 (2009).
237. MLS coach Schellas Hyndman recently stated, "We've gotta find a way to keep our best
American players in this league." Grant Wahl, Star-Filled Galaxy Primed to Repeat, Dallas'
Conundrum, MLS Notes, SI.coM, http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2012/writers/grant-wahl//24/
mls-west-notes/index.html?eref=sihp&sct=hp-wra5 (last updated Mar. 9, 2012, 10:24 AM).
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signal MLS's intent to compete with European Leagues instead of
simply losing young talent to the highest bidder, as was the case with
Tim Ream, 238 Clint Dempsey,239 Michael Bradley, 240 and Jozy Al-
tidore.241 To be fair, MLS's international stature has grown as a result
of each of these signings, but as MLS enters its seventeenth season, a
fresh approach is required.
B. Avoiding the Nippon Professional Baseball Trap:
A Lesson for Major League Soccer
While MLS might initially be averse to collective bargaining with
lesser players because of the likely increase in player movement and
salaries, it need look no further than Nippon Professional Baseball
(NPB) to see its future if it refuses to change its current course.242 For
years, NPB has watched as Major League Baseball (MLB) teams have
lured its finest players stateside.243 Whether it is Hideki Irabu, Hideo
Nomo, Alfonso Soriano, Ichiro Suzuki, Daisuke Matsuzaka, 244 or
most recently, Yu Darvish,245 NPB has seen its star players leave time
and again. The current accord between the respective baseball
leagues has allowed MLB to treat NPB as a minor-league farm sys-
tem. 246 Based on Commissioner Garber's vision-and perhaps com-
mon sense-continually selling its best players while occupying a
subservient role in the global market place is something MLS un-
doubtedly hopes to avoid.
238. See Bolton Signs Tim Ream from MLS, supra note 173.
239. See Frank Dell'Apa, Dempsey Could Set the Tone for Future MLS Transfers, ESPN (Jan.
7, 2007), http://soccernet.espn.go.com/columns/story?id=398831&root=mls&cc=5901.
240. Metrostars Midfielder Transferred to Heerenveen, ESPN (Feb. 1, 2006), http://soccernet.
espn.go.com/news/story?id=357205&cc=5901.
241. Altidore to Be Sold to Villareal for $8 Million (Updated), SOCCER BY IVES (June 4, 2008),
http://www.soccerbyives.net/soccer.by ives/2008/06/altidore-sold-t.html.
242. See generally Kurlantzick, supra note 236 (explaining the tampering prohibition and
player movement agreement between MLB and NPB); Scott R. Rosner & William T. Conroy,
The Impact of the Flat World on Player Transfers in Major League Baseball, 12 U. PA. J. Bus. L.
79 (2009) (detailing the effects of globalization on player movement, and the attendant subop-
timalities, on all professional sports leagues, but especially on the MLB-NPB relationship);
Gould IV, supra note 222 (discussing the effects of globalization on MLB-NPB player transfers
in light of Daisuke Matsuzaka's lucrative and famous transfer); William B. Gould IV, Baseball
and Globalization: The Game Played and Heard and Watched 'Round the World (With Apologies
to Soccer and Bobby Thomson), 8 IND. J. GLOBAL L. STUD. 85, 89 (2000) (observing the early
effects of globalization in MLB).
243. See Rosner & Conroy, supra note 242, at 80-83, 91-102.
244. Id. at 82-83.
245. Richard Durrett, Rangers, Yu Darvish Reach Deal, ESPN, http://espn.go.com/dallas/mlb/
story/-id7476104/.texas-rangers-japanese-pitcher-yu-darvish-agree-six-year-6m-deaI (last up-
dated Jan. 19, 2012, 11:09 AM).
246. See Gould IV, supra note 242, at 116.
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MLB's history with respect to labor and antitrust law is far from
pristine.247 Whether it is MLB's initial exemption from antitrust
law,248 its ban placed on Americans that had played professionally in
Mexico, 249 or the infamous reserve clause litigation °2 5 0 MLB is no
stranger to antitrust and labor strife. As both the global economy and
the sport of baseball have experienced the inescapable effects of
globalization, new issues have arisen.251 A primary concern facing
both MLB and NPB will be globalization's effects on player move-
ment between the leagues and any labor agreements going forward to
preserve the leagues' interests. 252
1. Major League Baseball and Nippon Professional Baseball
In 1995, Hideo Nomo, a star in NPB, used a loophole in his contract
that allowed him to "retire" at the age of twenty-six, an age typically
associated with a pitcher's prime rather than his golden years. 253 Af-
ter Nomo's retirement, the Los Angeles Dodgers were able to sign
him to a three-year, $4.3 million contract.254 A similar controversy
surrounding Alfonso Soriano was the final straw for NPB. Despite
breaching his contract with the Hiroshima Carp,255 MLB declared
Soriano a free agent on July 13, 1998, and he was subsequently signed
by the New York Yankees.256 For NPB, it was clear that a formal
agreement was necessary. 257 MLS might be near this proverbial
"breaking point." Will it accept the role thrust upon it in its infancy as
a lesser organization, or will it raise the stakes and compete on the
international stage?
2. The Posting Process
Following the above events, MLB entered formal agreements with
both Japan and Korea.258 These agreements developed the "posting
247. See, e.g., Gould IV, supra note 222, at 285-87; Gould IV, supra note 242, at 89-99.
248. Fed. Baseball Club of Balt., Inc. v. Nat'l League of Prof'l Baseball Clubs, 259 U.S. 200,
208 (1922) (holding that baseball exhibitions are purely state affairs and do not constitute inter-
state commerce).
249. See Gardella v. Chandler, 172 F.2d 402, 403 (2d Cir. 1949).
250. See Flood v. Kuhn, 407 U.S. 258, 282-85 (1972).
251. See Gould IV, supra note 242, at 85-87.
252. See Gould IV, supra note 222, at 289.
253. Rosner & Conroy, supra note 242, at 82.
254. Id.
255. Id. at 83.
256. Jeff Pearlman, He's Arrived, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, Aug. 26, 2002, at 40, 43.
257. Rosner & Conroy, supra note 242, at 83.
258. Gould IV, supra note 242, at 113. However, these agreements do not include the Major
League Baseball Players Association as a party, which makes application of the nonstatutory
labor exemption problematic. See Kurlantzick, supra note 236, at 322.
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process" for player transfers between the respective countries. 259 But
the posting process is hardly the perfect solution to the tension be-
tween NPB and MLB. 260 Scott Rosner and William T. Conroy argue
that the posting system is suboptimal in five ways: (1) the sealed and
anonymous bidding process inflates bids from competing teams, (2)
Japanese players are unable to realize their full market value in con-
tract negotiations, (3) Japanese players have no choice in which MLB
team they will play for, (4) the system can adversely affect competitive
balance in MLB, and (5) the loss of marquee players negatively im-
pacts NPB as a league. 261 This last problem should especially concern
MLS and force it to recognize the unique American product in pre-
mier domestic talent and thus bargain in earnest to retain it.
3. The Posting Process's Deleterious Effect on Nippon Professional
Baseball
William Gould posits that the posting process was put in place so
that Japanese sensibilities about MLB imperialism would be
respected.262 The Japanese did not want to see their own league be-
come a farm system for American teams and stand idly by as their top
players fled.263 However, the posting process has done nothing to as-
suage these fears; the best Japan'ese players consistently leave for
MLB via the posting process.264 This has had a detrimental effect on
NPB and the posting teams' medium and long-term business. 265
While the short-term revenues accompanying the sale of posted
players constitute a windfall for many of the teams, it has led to a
talent drain in NPB, leading one manager to observe, "If this keeps
up, Japanese baseball is truly finished. '266 Japanese players are leav-
ing to play in MLB because of the increased pay, improved living and
working conditions, and greater challenge. 267 Japanese fans used to
259. Rosner & Conroy, supra note 242, at 83-86. A Japanese player with less than nine years
of experience in NPB seeking a move to an MLB team may ask his Japanese team to "post" him.
Once a player is posted, MLB teams can then bid for that player's services. However, the bids
are submitted to the MLB Commissioner's office and communicated to NPB anonymously, to
avoid any form of collusion between NPB and MLB teams. The NPB team must then decide
whether it will accept the highest bid; a bid has yet to be turned down. The posting system
applies only to MLB teams seeking to sign NPB players, and not vise versa. See id.
260. See id. at 86 (explaining the inefficiencies and suboptimalities of the posting process for
both players and teams from both the United States and Japan).
261. Id.
262. Gould IV, supra note 242, at 115.
263. Id.
264. Rosner & Conroy, supra note 242, at 91-92.
265. Id. at 92.
266. Id. at 92-93 (internal quotation marks omitted).
267. Id. at 93.
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attach a stigma to leaving, but because MLB games are broadcast in
Japan and over the Internet-another wonder of globalization-they
can watch their favorite players in MLB and that stigma has been
dropped. 268 Further, the economic benefits of selling the rights to a
player are not in the long-term interest of NPB.269 The proceeds are
rarely reinvested into player development. 270
The parallels are glaring. MLS and NPB are both youths in the
world of their respective sports. NPB has allowed itself to become
MLB's personal feeder of foreign talent.27' Allowing some American
players to leave MLS for better salaries in Europe for the monetary
reward may have served MLS's purpose in its infancy, but the delete-
rious effects of continuing to allow domestic stars to leave over and
again has been illustrated in the case of NPB.272 Through the domes-
tic player requirement, the construction of soccer-specific stadiums,
and investment in player development, MLS has demonstrated its rec-
ognition of the United States as its relevant labor and product mar-
ket.273 Allowing MLS to operate as the rest of the world's minor
league severely undermines its stated goals of being one of the preem-
inent soccer leagues in the world. Taking steps to retain the finest
American players will signal to the rest of the world that MLS is seri-
ous about competing in the world of club soccer and, perhaps, interna-
tional players may start leaving their home leagues to play in the
United States.
V. CONCLUSION
The United States is in a fascinating position as a world superpower
during a period of incredible globalization. One of the most impor-
tant lessons to glean from this globalization is that it is inevitable.
Therefore, the courts and professional sports leagues cannot afford to
turn a blind eye to its effects and pretend as though our current under-
standing of sports leagues will remain viable.274 As these develop-
268. Id.
269. Id. at 94.
270. See Rosner & Conroy, supra note 242, at 94.
271. While MLB teams also recruit and sign a large number of players from Latin America,
none of those countries have established leagues comparable to NPB or an agreement similar to
the posting process. See id. at 117 n.206.
272. See supra notes 242-70.
273. See supra notes 163-215.
274. See Gould IV, supra note 242, at 119. Examining the effect of globalization on other
sports leagues is beyond the scope of this Comment, but certainly bears watching in the coming
years. Additionally, the United States has been defeated in international basketball competi-
tions. See Edelman, supra note 85, at 580. Additionally, the United States, home of the World
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ments unfold, MLS will continue to find itself in this interesting and
precarious position.
If the Players Union is not satisfied with ensuing collective bargain-
ing agreement negotiations, they will likely decertify and bring an an-
titrust suit. A court will then examine MLS's single-entity structure
and whether it possesses market power more seriously in light of its
impressive growth over the last ten years. MLS's wage structure will
also likely come under fire, especially the way it pays its American
players-the core of MLS-relative to the high-priced Designated
Players. Lastly, courts will examine whether MLS's success and
power to depress salaries complies with the spirit of U.S. antitrust and
labor laws. If the Players Union brings suit in the near future, a fact-
finder could rule against MLS, which would be disastrous. Therefore,
if MLS wants to become one of the finest soccer leagues in the world,
and one of the largest sports leagues in America, it must embrace its
character and bargain accordingly.
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Series, has twice lost the World Baseball Classic, an event designed to determine the most tal-
ented baseball nation in the world. Gould IV, supra note 222, at 290.
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